
Blend Modes in 
Photoshop CC



The overlaying layer consist of colors to be blended (therefore blend colors)

The underlaying layer is the base of the blend (therefore base colors)

Neutral gray (R:128 G:128 B:128) Over neutral gray (R:255 G:255 B:255)Beneath neutral gray (R:0 G:0 B:0)

Gray?

Blend - Base color? Cut loose the images if you want to compare



Dissolve attacks wherever there´s not a hundred percent opacity. It let the base color through and applies to pixels randomly 
depending on the amount of opacity

Blend color apply color to those channels of the base color that has a lighter color

The result of Multiply is always a darker color. Blended pixels values are “multiplied”

Normal Blend

Dark Blends



Color Burn darkens the base color by increasing its contrast according to the base color

Linear Burn darkens the base color by reducing its intensity according to the base color

Darker color look for base colors that are darker then the blend color and exchange them



Lighten look for base colors that are lighter then the blend color and exchange them

Screen always reveal a lighter color. Blended pixel value are “multiplied” (just like for Multiply), but inversed

Color Dodge is the exact opposite of Color Burn. It lightens the base color by increasing the contrast according to the base 
color

Light Blends



Linear Dodge is the exact opposite of Linear Burn, it lightens the base color by increasing its intensity according to the base 
color

Lighter Color is the exact opposite to Darker Color. It look for base colors that are lighter then the blend color and exchange 
them

Overlay check if pixel value in the blend color are over or beneath neutral gray. If so a value is added to make a lighter (over 
neutral gray) or darker (beneath neutral gray) result

Contrast Blends



Soft Light check if pixel value in the base color are over or beneath neutral gray. If so, a more severe value is added to make a 
lighter (over neutral gray) or darker (beneath neutral gray) result

Hard Light check if pixel values in the base color are over or beneath neutral gray. If so, a more harsch value is added to make a 
lighter (over neutral gray) or darker (beneath neutral gray) result

Vivid Light combine dodge and burn. By adding contrast, blend colors beneath neutral gray reflects the burn effect and blend 
colors over neutral gray reflects the dodge effect



Linear Light combine dodge and burn. By adding brightness, blend colors beneath neutral gray reflects the burn effect and 
blend colors over neutral gray reflects the dodge effect

Pin Light exchange the blend color with the base color if the blend color is over neutral gray and darker than the blend color. If 
the blend color is beneath neutral gray and lighter than the blend color base colors lets through.

Hard Mix adds each channel value from the blend color to the base color. It therefore forces the channel values to obtain prima-
ry and secondary color theory.



Difference invert the blend colors according to the amount of light. Total darkness means no inversion

Exclusion invert the blend colors according to the amount of light (just as Difference) but obtain less contrast

Subtract subtract the base color with each channel value from the blend color.

Inversion Blends



Divide act depending on the amount of lightness in the blend color. The blend colors are inverted the more light they contain

Hue use the saturation and lightness of the base color, mix it with the hue of the blend color to hand the result

Saturation use the hue and lightness of the base color, mix it with the saturation of the blend color to hand the result

Component Blends



Color use the lightness of the base color, mix it with the hue and saturation of the blend color to hand the result

Color use the hue and saturation of the base color, mix it with the lightness of the blend color to hand the result

This PDF should only be used in teaching manners regarding Photoshop blending modes, NOT for color 
management. ColorChecker24 is a X-rite product and can be used to charachterize scanners and cameras, 

and for this resource I find it helpful. Thanks in advance to X-rite and I hope you find this contributing.


